
To qualify for commissions you must have:
1. 135PV (Personal Volume) monthly order
2. Two personally sponsored Members with a minimum of 135 PV each
3. Meet Total Organizational Volume (TOV) requirements as listed on the Rank Chart
4. For Binary commissions you must have 135PV personally sponsored volume on each leg (strong and pay) and a 
minimum pay leg volume of 500PV.  Strong leg bonus is paid at Gold Executive and above.

Fast Start Bonus 
• Applies to all orders placed during the new Member’s first calendar month.
• Includes upgrades made within first calendar month (upgrades made after the first calendar month will be paid 
with normal commissions)
• Levels of earnings based on your rank or your enrollment level.
• Business Kit C (1000 or 5k or higher rank) qualify for 3 levels of Fast Start commissions.
• Business Kit B (500 or 3k rank) qualify for 2 levels of Fast Start commissions. 
• Business Kit A (250 or 1k rank) and Basic enrollment levels (0-249)qualify for 1 level of Fast Start.
• Rollup and full compression apply.
TIP: Enroll at the level that you want your people to enroll. It makes duplication and building your business that 
much easier!

Monthly Commissions
Binary Bonus
 This bonus is based on your Binary tree volume, which consists of two legs, a Strong Leg and a Pay Leg. You, your 
upline, and anyone else on your team may place their personally sponsored Members onto your Binary team. You 
earn 10% commission based on the Pay (smaller) Leg. When you reach the rank of Gold Executive, you will also 
qualify to be paid on your Strong Leg volume.

Unigen Bonus
The UniGen has two components: Unilevel Commissions and Generation Commissions. The calculation of com-
missions for both components is based on the Sponsor Tree and Rank.  No more than 50% of your qualifying rank 
volume can come from any one leg.

The unilevel commissions pay up to 5% of the volume on your Level 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 depending on your rank. ( See 
Rank Chart for details)

The Generation commission encompass all of the Members in your Sponsor Tree. Each generation consist of 
everyone from you down until you reach the next director or higher in rank, regardless of the level depth that they 
are in your organization. When you reach the rank of Director, you qualify up to 5% Generation Commission on 
your Generations 1 and 2--that means two directors deep on the same sponsor leg.  As you advance in rank, the 
number of Generations your receive commission on increases, up to 7 Generations deep on each sponsor leg. Uni-
Gen Commissions enable you to create long-term residual income as your team grows.
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Additional Bonuses
Liv Free Senior Director Bonus
When you reach the rank of Senior director, Liv will add a $300 monthly bonus to your commissions.

Dream Bonus
Members with a rank of Gold or higher can earn up to $3,000 per month to create their own dreams. This money 
may be used in whatever manner desired: a new home, a new boat, or donation to a charity.

Leadership Bonus
Members with a rank of Gold or higher can earn up to 4½ shares in this 2% Global Bonus pool. 2% of the com-
pany’s volume is divided amongst the leaders who qualify for shares in this pool.

Strong Leg Bonus
Members with a rank of Gold Executive or higher can earn up to 1% of their Strong Leg volume in the Binary 
Tree. Strong Leg volume accrues every month that you are on a minimum $135 Autoship. Should you have a 
month where you do not qualify with a $135 Auto¬ship, your Strong Leg volume will reset to zero.

Business Builders Club (BBC) 
 To Qualify:
  1. Have at least two qualified 1K members (or higher) on separate sponsorship legs in your spon-
sorship tree (unigen tree).
  2. Obtain rank of 3K
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